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Abstract
We study experimentally hosing [1] of a long proton bunch in plasma. We induce this process with misalignment between the trajectories of a preceding 
short electron bunch and that of the proton bunch. We observe hosing as transverse oscillation of the proton bunch centroid position in the plane of 
misalignment at the period of the wakefields. Self-modulation (SM) occurs in the perpendicular plane. The two processes (hosing and SM) are 
reproducible from event to event. Misalignment to the opposite sides with respect to the given bunch axis leads to the oscillations being in counter phase. 
The amplitude of oscillation increases with the proton bunch charge [2] and is also affected by the extent of misalignment.
We will present the latest experimental results.
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Summary
p+-e- aligned → eSSM 
p+-e- misaligned → induced fpe-hosing 
(plane of misalignment) + eSSM (⟂ plane)→ 
reproducible!

Vary Qp, npe and Lmisalign → study dependency
Data acquisition and analysis ongoing
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Aosc vs Qp 
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Qp increases → 
np   increases →
Aosc  increases
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npe = 1*1014 cm-3σr = 0.2 mm

Wr max at 
~0.48 kpe-1Linear theory
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Lmisalign increases →
Aosc decreases
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